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 After rooming next to the private museum on Little St. 

Simon, my dreams stabilized and stopped having so many 

alligator pits and swamp rattler dens in the scenes. 

Daylight savings hits Georgia in April just like the most of 

the U.S., but I discovered if I stayed up until 8 p.m. on 

the new time, I slept more peacefully than when retiring so 

early. 

 Plenty of opportunities to think of alligators arose. 

By leaving the coast early of a morning, I was able to take 

a boat up an old canal in the Okeefenokee Swamp. The kid 

guiding the boat reeled off such wild stories, it’s a wonder 

he’d didn’t choke on such monstrosities as the one of a 

renegade alligator called “Crazy.” “Ol’ Crazy,” he said, 

“tears up the bottom of our boats just like whales once 

overturned sailing ships. She’s so all-fired mean, we don’t 

dare go near her nest.” 

 In two boat trips, six hours and 40 miles apart, the 

report on the alligator population in the big swamp grew 

from 12,000 to 35,000 head. Scores of hatchlings nested a 

short distance off the banks in mud and reeds, but I don’t 

think they were increasing that fast. The guides picked up 

babies to hand around the boat. I figured any minute the 

Sierra Club would be pouncing on these big showmen for 

disturbing the nests. I sure wasn’t having any part of 



leaving my trail in the mud to be featured in the news as a 

nest robber. 

 On the first trip, the boatmen asked,” Would you be 

scared if Ol’ Crazy was to attack on down this channel, like 

she has before?” I was becoming accustomed to serious 

questions about reptile behavior. Before leaving Little St. 

Simon, the naturalist was wondering whether an alligator who 

kept eating fish off a guy’s stringer was going to become 

aggressive. Sounded like he and the fisherman were going to 

run an experiment to see how many stringers full of fish it 

would take to make the alligator go on up the string for, 

say, a hind leg or a forequarter off a human. I didn’t 

respond to the kid’s foolish question, however, I suggested 

the naturalist prescribe fish boxes until the alligators 

hibernate for winter. 

 I’d watched an old duffer the morning before call an 

alligator to eat bread. He’d say over and over, “Mol-lie, 

mol-lie,” and pretty soon a knobbed head and two black eyes 

moving in front of a 10-foot body swam over for the food. I 

noticed the old fool hollered a little louder when women 

came around, especially young girls. We talked awhile after 

his act. I told him I’d met a champion hog caller, who was 

also the poet laureate of Nebraska, up in Atlanta the week 

before, and did he by any chance write poetry? Must of made 

him mad to be compared to a poet. He walked back in his 

house without saying good-bye. Hard to say in a man and 

alligator act who is the biggest phony. Alligators don’t go 



by their given names and sensible people don’t gentle down 

creatures that are dangerous. 

 Hoagy Carmichael wrote a sweet melody about Georgia. 

Brought up the image of ladies, pretty ladies, too, wearing 

floppy-brimmed white straws and big lace skirts, twirling 

parasols and laughing on the arms of gentlemen in gray-

striped tails and dove-colored toppers. But in all those 

miles of driving and socializing now and then, there comes a 

new Georgia of brick ranch style homes and no log cabins 

with rock fireplaces funneling wood smoke into the air, or 

cotton fields to pick, or corn patches to hoe. I don’t think 

I saw a hundred head of cattle the whole trip and I know I 

didn’t pass one field of cotton. 

 Restaurants advertised Southern style cooking and may 

have delivered the goods, for all I know. Reading these 

signs, I liked to think about biscuits soaked in redeye 

gravy, weighing a pound apiece and the crust on a fryer’s 

thigh keeping the meat moist and succulent. Some mighty 

fancy cooks live in Georgia. One place served a salmon steak 

crusted in maple syrup and toasted almond so delicious that 

the patrons bowed their heads over the bone plates. 

 Checking in the rent car in Atlanta bordered on bedlam. 

Hertz was building a new parking lot and the paperwork was 

outdoors under the roar of jet engines and the rat-rat-

tatting of a dozen air drills. The last contact, however, 

was in a terminal cafeteria. The young man in front of me 

stalled in his tracks over being charged $9.75 for a hot dog 



and a bottle of beer. Better prepared for adversity, I 

leaned over his shoulder and said, “Son, go ahead and pay 

them. It’ll make you strong.” 


